
PROCLAMATION

CHARLESTON, SC (or close proximity depending on what Emily liked)

WHEREAS, The Light Network (TLN) is a group of podcasts dedicated to the truth of the Bible. 

WHEREAS, The Light Network exists to encourage listeners and viewers in living for Jesus by using their 
netcasts to provide positive and helpful content that will strengthen the heart and brighten the 
soul, and,

    

WHEREAS, The Light Network exists to enlighten listeners and viewers of ways to make the Christian life 
easier by employing twenty-first century tools, to be better equipped to live first-century 
Christianity, and,

   

WHEREAS, The Light Network exists to empower listeners and viewers through the Word of God as It is 
THE only source of power (Romans 1:16; 2 Timothy 1:7-8), and, 

WHEREAS, One of the programs, Late Night at TLN, stands forth as a show of cleanliness, laughter, joy 
and mischievousness of grace with a mass of segments as This or That, Word of the Week, 
You’ve heard it in German and the world famous and illustrious Scavenger Hunt, and not to 
mention Gary eyeballing a fortune cookie looking like the Incredible Mr. Limpet (those under 
30, please google), and, 

WHEREAS, The staff comprised of Robert Hatfield, Gary Jenkins, Referee Christy Jenkins and Pink 
Bible Emily affords moments of hilarity, once in a lifetime moments of one liners that are 
delivered perfectly and just plain make Thursday nights FUN, (and cracks me up when the 
“shocking” sound of the network intro makes Christy jump) and,

WHEREAS, Late Night at TLN shall return to the airwaves after two weeks (and don’t do it again…we 
missed you) in a NEW studio in the NEW locale for The Hatfield family which results in a 
monthly house note until our Lord returns or 30 years whichever comes first.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Jeff from TN, on behalf of every listener that makes up the Late Night audience from 
all  over  the  podcast  universe,  do  hereby  proclaim  March  6-12,  2016  LATE  NIGHT  AT  TLN 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK (yeah, I know, but it sounds good) and do hereby proclaim the day of March 10, 
2016 as LATE NIGHT IN THE NEW STUDIO day in Charleston, SC , (or close proximity depending on what 
Emily liked) and encourage every listener to sit back, relax and enjoy the return of the LATE NIGHT group.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my fingers to type this goofiness and caused the official sending of 
the document to thee on this day of March 9, 2016.


